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CHAPTERR 4 

Thee Moduli space of flat connections 

Thiss chapter deals with the classical part of the theory; the moduli space of flat 
connectionss over surfaces with boundaries. These spaces were studied from the point 
off  view of Hamiltonian loop group actions in [MW1], where the important "gluing 
equalss reduction" theorem was proved. Instead of the symplectic geometric approach 
off  these authors, we will consider these moduli spaces from the point of view of Poisson 
geometry,, and show that they obey a classical version of the axioms for Topological 
Quantumm Field Theory discussed in Chapter 2. 

4.1.. Hamiltonian Loop group actions 

4.1.1.. The twisted Lie-Poisson structure on Lg*  . Recall, see e.g. [CW, 
Lai]] that the dual of a finite dimensional Lie algebra g is in a canonical way a Poisson 
manifoldd by the so called Lie Poisson bracket: Let f,g 6 C^(Q*) and define 

{f.g}(x):=[df(x),dg{x)].{f.g}(x):=[df(x),dg{x)].  x G 0*, 

wheree one identifies T*Q* = 0, VX E g*  and [ , ] denotes the Lie bracket of g. 
Thiss Poisson manifold plays an important role in the theory of symplectic reduction 
andd its quantization. It is foliated by its symplectic leaves, the coadjoint orbits of 
thee associated group G. There is a similar twisted version for degree 2 Lie algebra 
cocycless and affine coadjoint orbits, see e.g. [Lai]. 
Thiss theory does not simply apply to the dual of LQ, because the underlying manifold 
iss infinite dimensional. Since there does not seem to be a satisfying analytical de-
scriptionn of the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on LQ* in the literature, we will provide 
itt here, although one should notice the algebraic account given in [FZ]. 
Infinitee dimensional Poisson manifolds, in contrast to infinite dimensional symplec-
ticc manifolds, have rarely been studied in the past, although their use in classical 
fieldfield theory is evident. The basic problem one faces is the fact that on an infinite 
dimensionall  Banach manifold, not every derivation is given by the action of a vector 
field,, and therefore the Hamiltonian vector field associated to a smooth function need 
nott exist. To avoid this problem, the authors of [OR] simply add the existence of a 
Hamiltoniann vector field as a condition in their definition of a Banach-Poisson man-
ifold.. The main examples of such Banach Poisson manifolds are given by strongly 
symplecticc Banach manifolds. 
Fromm our point of view, a quick look at the examples of the moduli space1 of flat con-
nectionss (see section 4.2) and the projective space of a positive energy representation 
(sectionn 4.1.5) shows that these are merely weakly symplectic manifolds. On such 
manifolds,, not every function has a globally defined Hamiltonian vector field, so that 
thee natural Poisson bracket cannot be defined for every pair of functions. Therefore. 
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60 0 4.. T HE MODULI SPACE OF FLAT CONNECTIONS 

thee framework of Banach-Poisson manifolds set up in [OR] is too restrictive for our 
purposes.. This seems to leave us with 2 options: Either restrict the space of func-
tions,, or use the theory of densely defined vector fields and their semigroup flow, as 
inn [CM] . We will use the latter option, as some interesting flows on the moduli space 
off  flat connections turn out to be generated by unbounded vector fields. 

UnboundedUnbounded vector fields. We will need some definitions from the theory of un-
boundedd vector fields [CM] : Let M be an infinite dimensional manifold. A manifold 
domaindomain is a dense subset i : D  ̂ M that carries a manifold structure on its own, 
turningg the inclusion i into a smooth map, such that Vx e D. Tx  : TXD —» TrM 
hass dense image. An unbounded vector field X on M is now simply a section of the 
tangentt bundle TM over a manifold domain D C M. given by a map X : D —> TM. 
Thee important point of this definition is that one can define the contraction ixa of a 
fc-formfc-form a on M with an unbounded vector field X with manifold domain £>, as a f c -1 
formm on D. With this, one can set up a differential calculus [CM] . For example, the 
Liee derivative Lx along an unbounded vector field X is given by the Cart an formula 

L\L\ = dt-x + >xd, 

wheree the first d is the exterior derivative on D with respect to its own manifold 
structure,, and the second is the derivative on M. Acting on a form defined on M 
yieldss a differential form on the manifold domain D of X. This calculus is essential 
inn proving conservation laws in infinite dimensional Hamiltonian mechanics. 
Recalll  that the flow of a bounded vector field on a Banach manifold always exists 
locally.. For unbounded vector fields, there is no such result. The flow, if it exists 
att all, may also only be defined on another manifold domain in D, the domain of 
definitionn of the vector field. 

WeakWeak Poisson manifolds. Wre now come to the definition of what we would like 
too call a weak Poisson manifold. Let P be an infinite dimensional Banach manifold. 
Ass stated above, it is clear that demanding the ring of smooth functions CX-(P) to 
carryy the structure of a Poisson algebra, is too strong. Therefore we merely require a 
nontriviall  Poisson algebra structure on a nonempty subset of Coc(P). The essential 
pointt is that we require that for functions ƒ on P belonging to this Poisson algebra, 
thee Hamiltonian vector field Xf exists. 
Recalll  that a Poisson manifold P alternatively can be defined in terms of a Poisson 
tensor,, that we view as a map B : T*P —> TP. which associates to a smooth function 
ƒƒ its Hamiltonian vector field Xf by Xf = B(df). Given the difficulties mentioned 
above,, it is clear that we should allow B to be unbounded, with dense domain of 
definitionn V(BX) C T*P at each point x G P. This implies that a smooth function ƒ 
mayy not have a global Hamiltonian vector field since df(x) g V(BX). for some x e P. 
Thereforee the problem with this definition is that one does not know in principle 
whetherr there are smooth functions for which the Hamiltonian vector field is globally 
defined,, i.e., whether the subspace mentioned above is nonempty. In our examples, 
thee existence of a large group of symmetries (the action of the loop group) prevents 
thiss from happening. Furthermore, we will consider functions ƒ £ C^(M) for which 
thee Hamiltonian vector field is unbounded in the sense explained above, i.e.. the set 
DDff — {x E M. df(x) e V{Bj.)} constitutes a manifold domain. We will call such 
functionss admissible. 
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Lett us now discuss the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on LQ* from this point of view. 
Recalll  that what we refer to as LQ* is actually the dense subspace ^ ( S1 , ^ ) of Q-
valuedd 1-forms of Sobolev class fc - 1. By L2-duality, one finds LQ C {LQ*)*  as a 
densee subspace. Now, let f,g € C°°(LQ*) be such that df(A) and dg(A) belong to 
thiss subspace for A G LQ* . Then define their level i Poisson bracket at A by by 

(4-1)) {f,g}e(A) = (A,[df(A),dg(A)}c) 
==  (A7[df(A),dg(A)])+£c(df(A),dg(A)), A e LQ*, 

wheree f e R and c is the Lie algebra cocycle (1.5) on LQ. Clearly, this cocycle appears 
duee to the fact that we are actually looking at central extensions of LG. We now 
have: : 

Propositionn 4.1. LQ* is a weak Poisson manifold whose Poisson tensor at A £ LQ* 
isis given by the covariant derivative dA  LQ —> LQ* defined in (1.15). 

PROOF.. It is clear that, when the bracket of two functions exists at A G LQ*, it 
satisfiess the Leibniz identity since the bracket depends linearly on the derivatives 
off  ƒ and g. Therefore, {ƒ, }  acts on C°°{LQ*) by derivations, for suitable fixed 
ƒƒ G C°°(LQ*). We will now show that this derivation corresponds to a vector field on 
LQ*.LQ*. Recall the coadjoint action (1.11) of LG on LQ*. This induces an action of LQ 
onon C°°{LQ*) by 

Z-fZ-f = 4f(U), /eC°°(Lfl* ) 

wheree £,A(A) = -CLA€ is the generating vector field associated to £ G LQ. The inclusion 
LQLQ C (LQ*)*  by L2-duality is LG-equivariant, and therefore compatible with the In-
action.. Since the ad-action of LQ on itself is simply given by the Lie bracket, it follows 
thatt the Hamiltonian vector field exists for such ƒ, and is given by (df(A))A, when 
df(A)df(A) E LQ. Since the generating vector field of the action of LG on LQ is given by 
- G U £,, V£ G LQ, it follows that the Poisson tensor is given by dA  LQ —  LQ*. Finally, 
thee Jacobi identity on the Poisson bracket follows from the fact that [ , ] c defines a 
Liee bracket on LQ. Q 

Recalll  that a Poisson manifold has a characteristic distribution given by the linear 
spann of all Hamiltonian vector fields. This distribution is involutive and may therefore 
bee integrated using the Stefan-Sussmann theorem, and one finds that the Poisson 
manifoldd is foliated by its symplectic leaves. When the distribution has constant rank, 
thee classical Frobenius theorem in fact suffices. In infinite dimensions, this picture 
hass to be altered: First, for Banach manifolds, the Stefan-Sussmann theorem is not 
availablee and one only has the Frobenius theorem. Second, suppose the characteristic 
distributionn is integrable, one does not automatically find that the leaves are weak 
symplectic,, immersed, manifolds. As in [OR], there may be a weak symplectic form 
consistentconsistent with the Poisson structure, i.e., the inclusion is a Poisson map, and when 
thiss exists it is unique. In our case one has: 

Propositionn 4.2. The foliation associated to the weak Poisson structure (4.1) is 
integrableintegrable and its symplectic leaves are precisely the affine coadjoint orbits. 
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PROOF.. We just follow the proof of the finite dimensional situation, see e.g. [Lai] . 
Considerr the functional £ on Lg* induced by £ e Lg by duality 

(4-2)) i(A)={A^)L2=f (A0-

Byy Proposition 4.1. its associated Hamiltonian vector field is given by 

XiWXiW = U(A) =-dA£, 

andd is globally defined, i.e., the functional | is admissible. The Poisson brackets of 
suchh functional clearly corresponds to the affine Lie bracket on Lg, i.e., 

Thee Hamiltonian flow of the functional f is therefore given by the action of the one 
parameterr subgroup y(t) = expLG(££), and in particular one observes that it is defined 
forr all t £ R. Since the Banach-Lie group LG is generated by its one-parameter 
subgroups,, the subspace spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields at A G Lg* equals 
exactlyy the tangent TAO of the coadjoint orbit passing through A. But it is known, 
seee [PS], that these foliate Lg*, and the result follows. D 

Remarkk 4.3. As stated above, in infinite dimensions, this result is quite special, and 
thee main technical point behind this integrability seems to be the fact that the Poisson 
mapp dA : Lg —> Lg* is Fredholm. Indeed, notice that Fredholmness of the Poisson map 
impliess that the characteristic distribution defines a closed subspace of the tangent 
space.. Therefore, when the characteristic distribution defines a sub-bundle of LP, 
onee can immediately apply the Frobenius theorem for Banach-manifolds to find a 
foliationn on P whose leaves may be weakly symplectic. However, in the case of Lg*, 
onee clearly observes that the distribution does not define a sub-bundle of the tangent 
bundle:: Although the index of dA is constant for every A € Lg*, its kernel and cokernel 
mayy jump by exactly the same amount. Therefore, the integrability result needed to 
explainn the result above, would be a generalization of the Frobenius theorem. Also, 
noticee that, due to the fact that the Poisson tensor is Fredholm, the symplectic 
leaves,, i.e., coadjoint orbits, are embedded submanifolds of finite codimension in Lg*. 
Recalll  that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of coadjoint orbits and 
conjugacyy classes in G. 

Ass we have seen above, the linear functionals £ € C°°(Lg*), £ G Lg generate the coad-
jointt action of Lg on Lg* under the Poisson bracket, i.e., , ƒ ^ C°°(Lg*). 
Thiss action integrates to the affine coadjoint action (1.11). Viewing elements of Lg* 
ass connections on the trivial principal bundle over S\ define the smooth part Lg*^ 
off  Lg*  as the subset of smooth connections. This subspace carries a natural Fréchèt 
structure,, turning Lg*x C Lg*  into a manifold domain. The action of the smooth 
loopp group preserves Lg*^ and on this subset extends to an action of Rot(51) K LG. 
Itt is therefore reasonable to investigate whether there is a functional on Lg* which 
generatess the action of Rot(S'1) on this dense subset. Consider the following "Energy 
functional""  on Lg*  given by the natural L2-metric on g-valued 1-forms on the circle, 

(4.3)) E(A) = \\A\\2
L2 = \ j x (A,*A) , A e Lg*, 
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wheree * is the Hodge star on S1. This function is of particular interest because of the 
followingg property: 
Propositionn 4.4. The energy functional E G C°°(LQ*) generates the rotation action 
onon Lg*^ C Lg*  under the Poisson bracket (4.1). 

PROOF.. First, we calculate the Hamiltonian vector field associated to E. Clearly, one 
has s 

dE{A)-a=dE{A)-a= i (a,*A), aeTALQ*  ^ f i 1 (5 1 , 0 ) . 

Thereforee it follows that the Hamiltonian vector field XE of the energy functional 
existss at A G JLfc(S\g) Q LQ* s i n ce m that case *A G Lg, and is given by 

XXEE(A)(A) = {*A)A = -dA{*A). 

Thee subset Hk(Sl,$) C Lg*  is clearly a manifold domain and therefore the energy 
functionall  is admissible. Now consider the smooth action of RotfS11) on LQ*^. Its 
generatingg vector field is given by vY(A) = -LyA, A G Lg!^, where Y = d/dO the 
vectorr field generating the action of RotfS1) on S1. On the other hand, an easy 
computationn shows that LYA = dA(*A), since * : SVfS^g) -» ^ ( S ^ g) is given by 
tyty on S1. This proves that the energy functional generates the rotation action on 
thee smooth part of Lg*. Notice that on the complement of Lg!^ in Lg*, although 
thee Hamiltonian vector field may exist, its flow is not smooth, or may not even be 
defined.. D 

Onee can combine the energy functional with the generating functions of the LG-action 
(4.2),, and consider the "twisted-Energy functional": 

(4.4)) Eq{A) =  + qt\\2L* 
q q 

forr fixed £ G g, and q G R. It follows from the previous Propositions that this 
functionall  generates an R flow on Lg*^ by simultaneously rotating over an angle and 
actingg by the one parameter subgroup -y(t) — expf£ of G. Choosing £ and q in 
thee right manner as in [PS], this action can be made periodic (the twisted rotation 
flow).. One can think of Eq as a slight perturbation of the energy functional, as 
iss usual in the theory of classical integrable systems to obtain (for different q G 
IR)) Poisson commuting functions. However, since the energy functional is not LG-
invariantt (due to the inhomogeneous term appearing in the LG-action on LQ*, i.e., the 
centrall  extension), but merely G-invariant, this does not hold, i.e., {Eqi,Eq2} / 0. 

4.1.2.. Hamiltonian LG-manifolds. In this section we follow [MWl] , and in-
troducee the notion of Hamiltonian LG actions at nonzero level. Let M be an infinite 
dimensionall  Banach manifold, with a weak symplectic form UJ. That is, contraction of 
tangentt vectors with m defines an injective map TXM —> T*M at each point x G M. 
(Requiringg this map to be bijective as in finite dimensions, leading to the notion of 
aa strong symplectic manifold, turns out to be too restrictive for our purposes.) This 
symplecticc form defines a Poisson bracket on the ring of smooth functions in the sense 
wee have described above [CM] : Given ƒ G C°°(M), its Hamiltonian vector field Xf 

iss defined by the equation 
ii xx u) = df. 
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Sincee the symplectic form is weak, the Hamiltonian vector field need not (globally) 
exist,, but when it does, it is uniquely determined by the equation above. Again, we 
wil ll  only consider functions whose Hamiltonian vector field is at worst unbounded. 
Forr f.g e C°°{M) admissible, we define their Poisson bracket by 

(4-5)) {ƒ, g} = u,{Xs, Xg):D fr\Dg^R. 

Sincee UJ is closed this bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. On the subspace of smooth 
functionss that have a globally defined Hamiltonian vector field, this defines a Poisson 
algebraa structure, since the Hamiltonian vector field of {ƒ, #}  is given by the Lie 
brackett [Xj.Xg], and therefore exists when Xf and Xg exist. Next, suppose that 
LGLG acts on M by symplectomorphisms, i.e., that LO is LG-invariant. For £ G Lg. we 
denotee the generating vector field by £j\/, 

<"w=s s exp(r£))  x, x G M. 

AA moment map for the LG-action is given by a map ji  : M —> Lg* that satisfies 

LLUtUtUJUJ==  d(V-0< V £ G L Q . 

MM is called a Hamiltonian LG-manifold at level I € K if there exists such a moment 
mapp that is equivariant with respect to the level £ affine coadjoint action. Notice 
thatt this definition entails a slight restriction from the usual terminology: By our 
definitionn of £9*. the moment map should not map into the full topological dual, but 
inn the dense subspace Q1(S1,g) of connections of Sobolev class k - 1. Then we have: 
Lemmaa 4.5. The m,oment map on a Hamiltonian LG-manifold is Poisson. 

PROOF.. AS we have seen above, the image of the Poisson tensor B on Lg* of Proposi-
tionn 4.1, i.e., the subspace spanned by the globally defined Hamiltonian vector fields, 
iss exactly the image of the homomorphism Lg —> Vect(Lg*) given by the infinitesimal 
affinee coadjoint action. On the Hamiltonian LG-manifold A/, vector fields in the im-
agee of the homomorphism Lg — Vect(7l/) are Hamiltonian, as one can see from the 
momentt map condition. Since the moment map is LG-equivariant. we conclude that 
//*ƒƒ has a globally defined Hamiltonian vector field, when ƒ G C°°(Lg*) does. Since 
thiss vector field Xfl*j  satisfies jj,*(X fi+f) = Xf, one computes 

{/i*/,//̂ }}  = UjiXp+ftXfSg) 

==  d(n*f)(Xfl.g) 
==  n*4f(x9) 
==  f{f,g}. 

Thee moment map preserves the Poisson bracket and the result follows. D 

Inn particular, for the functions | G C°°(Lg*) defined in equation (4.2). the pull-back 
iss given by p  ̂ :=  {//,£) G C°°(M), the contraction of the moment map with the 
elementt £ G Lg. By definition of the moment map, the Hamiltonian vector field of 
thiss function is given by £M, and therefore one has: 

MM = /%„] + W€,v), Z,V ^ Lg. 
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Noticee that, equivalently, a Hamiltonian LG-manifold at level £ is a Hamiltonian LG-
manifoldd where the central T acts triviall y with moment map equal to £. We wil l only 
bee concerned with Hamiltonian LG-manifolds at level 1. 

4 .1 .3 .. P r o p e r t i e s of H a m i l t o n i a n LG-manifo lds . We now list, following 
[MW2] ,, a number of properties of Hamiltonian loop group actions that follow imme-
diatelyy from the definition. Al l of these properties have a "quantum" counterpart in 
thee theory of positive energy representations of loop groups, reflecting the fact that 
aa Hamiltonian loop group action is the classical version of such a representation. 

Inversion.Inversion. The orientation-reversing diffeomorphism I : z i—> z~x of the circle 
inducess an automorphism V : LG —> LG of the loop group. On the dual of the Lie 
algebra,, this induces a map 

r-.r^^Li*,r-.r^^Li*, (A,t)^(-i*A,-e) 
whichh transforms the cocycle (1.5) on Lg as c( /*£ i , I*&)  — — c( £ i ^ 2 )- From this we 
seee that, given any Hamiltonian LG-manifold (A/, u/, JJ.) at level £, we can transform it 
intoo a Hamiltonian LG-manifold (A1,UJ, —I*fi) at level —£, by letting LG act through 
compositionn with the automorphism I*.  We denote this Hamiltonian LG-manifold 
byy I(M). 

Duality.Duality. For any Hamiltonian LG-manifold (M,UJ) at level £, the Hamiltonian 
actionn of the loop group on its conjugate (M , — UJ) (M equipped with minus the 
symplecticc form), sometimes simply denoted as M. is at level —£. If we now let the 
loopp group act on M through the inversion automorphism of the previous paragraph, 
onee obtains a Hamiltonian LG-manifold at level £ again, called the dual M* , i.e., 
M*M*  = I(M). 

Automorphisms.Automorphisms. The category of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds turns out to have 
aa natural group of automorphisms. As before, denote the center of G by Z . The 
groupp LzG = {<~p  K —> G, tp(x + 27r)c/?(;r)~1 £ Z) acts on the loop group LG by the 
automorphisms s 

ipip t—  c.y(ip) — yjipijr 1. t ' € LzG. y> £ LG. 

Off  course, for the subgroup LG C LzG, this automorphism is inner and is given by 
conjugation,, but the induced action of Z = LzG/LG is nontrivial. Notice that for 
simplyy connected G, since Z = A* /R, this action is given explicitly by the canonical 
embeddingg Z -̂> LzG induced by 

wheree we have embedded A* C g using the inner product. There is a natural action 
off  LzG on LQ* given by 

 A = ipAijr l - d W 1 . 

Thiss action is compatible with the twisted coadjoint action of LG in the sense that 

ww  (v  A) = cv,(v?)  (0 -A), ip^LG. 

Now,, any action of LG can be twisted by composing with the automorphisms of Z 
givenn by e1  ̂ £ LzG. In particular, given a Hamiltonian LG-manifold (A/, u?, /x), using 
thee computat ions above one easily observes that the twisted action of LG is again 
Hamiltoniann with respect to the symplectic form u;, with moment map given by e*  ̂ -fi. 
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Inn this sense we find an action of Z on the category of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds, 
andd the twisted manifold is denoted by AP, for 7 € Z. This is a classical counterpart 
off  the action of Z on the set of positive energy representations. 

4.1.4.. Geometric Quantization. In principle the machinery of geometric quan-
tizationn [W] applies to the case of Hamiltonian loop group actions, as we will now 
explain.. This results in a projective representation of LG. However, due to the fact 
thatt Hamiltonian £G-manifolds are infinite dimensional, there is a priori no way to 
provee that this representation is unitary. 

Prequantization.Prequantization. A prequantum line bundle for a Hamiltonian loop group man-
ifoldd (M.UJ) at level I is an LG-equivariant line bundle, where LG is the level f' 
centrall  extension of LG, together with a connection V whose curvature is given by 
curv(V)curv(V) = -2iriuj. Observe that this implies that the first Chern class of the pre-
quantumm line bundle is given by cx{L) = [u]  € H2(M, Z), and therefore this condition 
putss an integrality constraint on both the symplectic form UJ and the level £, the last 
onee being an integer. Equivalently. the level £ gives the character by which the central 
TT acts on the fibers of L. We will furthermore assume that the induced action of the 
Liee algebra Lg on L is given by Kostant's formula 

a=lift(&/)) + <^0 j ^ 
wheree lif t denotes the horizontal lifting given by the connection, and d/dt denotes 
thee canonical generator of the T action along the fibers of L. For a Hamiltonian 
LG-manifoldd M at level 1, we will also use the following terminology: We say that M 
iss prequantizable at level £ e Z, if (M, £cu, £fi) is prequantizable in the sense above. 

Quantization.Quantization. According to the general strategy of geometric quantization [W], 
onee needs to pick a so-called polarization of the symplectic manifold M in order to 
constructt a quantization of M. Unfortunately, this is not an innocent step in the 
procedure,, as the quantization will heavily depend on such a choice and as a result 
thee quantization is not, at least in an obvious sense, canonical, or "functorial". We 
wil ll  be mostly concerned with complex polarizations compatible with the symplectic 
structure,, turning M into a Kahler manifold, with Kahler form given by u). Since 
thee curvature of the connection V equals -2-Kiuj, which is of type (1,1), L is in fact 
holomorphicc with Dolbeault operator 8L, and we can consider the vector space of 
holomorphicc sections H°(M.L). Observe that, since M is infinite dimensional, there 
iss no sensible definition of higher cohomology groups and the vector space is infinite 
dimensional.. Lacking an LG-invariant measure, there is also a priori no Hilbert sub-
spacee consisting of sections that are "square integrable". The vector space H°(M, L) 
byy definition carries a projective representation of LG, but this representation need 
nott be unitary. 

4.1.5.. Examples. Before passing to the main examples in the next section, the 
modulii  spaces of flat connections, we will give two easy examples of Hamiltonian 
loopp group spaces. The first examples are given by coadjoint orbits, for which there 
doess exist a satisfying quantization given by the Borel-Weil theorem, and leading to 
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irreduciblee positive energy representations of LG. Second, to generalize this Borel-
Weill  theorem to the moduli spaces of flat connections, it is instructive to study the 
reversee situation: the Hamiltonian loop group manifolds given by the projective space 
off  an arbitrary positive energy representation of LG. 

CoadjointCoadjoint orbits. Of course, the very first examples of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds 
aree the affme coadjoint orbits ö\ C Lg*, treated in section 1.4. As we have shown 
there,, the quantization of such an orbit only exists when A € A|, for some I G N, 
andd reduces to the standard Borel-Weil Theorem 1.5 for loop groups, giving the 
irreduciblee positive energy representation Hx of LG. Observe that ö\ = Oy.\ and 
0*0* xx = ö+\, where * : A^ —> A£ is the involution given by the longest Weyl group 
element,, WQ G W. 

PositivePositive energy representations. This is, in a sense, the "converse" of the previous 
example.. Let ir : LG —> PU{H) be a positive energy representation of LG on the 
Hilbertt space H, see [PS] or section 1.3. Recall, see e.g. [Lai], that the projective 
Hilbertt space ¥(H) carries a canonical Hilbert manifold structure that together with 
thee Fubini-Study form turns ¥(H) into a strong symplectic manifold. By construction, 
thee induced action of LG on ¥(H) preserves the symplectic form, but is not smooth, 
sincee the action of LG on H itself is not smooth. One can of course use the dense 
subspacee H°° (1.13), but its projective space is merely a Fréchèt-manifold, and we 
insistt on using Banach manifolds. We will therefore work with the intermediate 
Sobolev-completionn H°° C Hk+i C H for some k > 1/2. The projective space 
¥(Hk+i)¥(Hk+i) has the structure of a smooth Banach-manifold and carries a natural smooth 
actionn of the Banach Lie group LG, which is Hamiltonian for the weak Fubini-Study 
symplecticc form obtained from ¥(H) by restriction. (This gives a clear indication that 
itit  would be too restrictive to work with strong symplectic manifolds in this context.) 
Explicitly,, the moment map /.i : ¥(Hk+i) —> LQ* generating this action is given by 

(fi{[n]).X)(fi{[n]).X)  = -i(Q,w(X)Q)H, 

wheree [...] denotes the projection H —> F(H), assuming \\Q\\ — 1. and TT denotes the 
inducedd projective representation of the Lie algebra Lg by skew-adjoint (unbounded) 
operatorss on Hk+i- As is well known, the fibration H* —> ¥(H), where H* = H-{0}, 
formss a holomorphic line bundle over ¥(H), called the universal bundle, whose first 
Chernn class equals the cohomology class induced by the Fubini-Study form. Therefore 
itss restriction to ¥(Hk+i) gives a level £ prequantum line bundle over ¥(Hk+i). This 
constructionn associates a Hamiltonian LC-manifold to any positive energy represen-
tation.. The converse, i.e., the passage from a Hamiltonian LG-manifold to a positive 
energyy representation, is called quantization, and is the subject of the next chapter. 
Observee that the moment map on ¥(H(:+i)  is not proper. 
Itt is instructive to quantize this example, since it explains the general philosophy and 
somee of the more subtle analytical details. We denote the topological vector space 
off  holomorphic sections of the prequantum line bundle by THk. This space carries 
aa projective representation of LG at level t The vector space THk contains a dense 
subspacee TH consisting of the restriction of holomorphic sections of the universal 
linee bundle over ¥(H). But holomorphic sections of the universal line bundle are 
necessarilyy of the form s^(r/) = (£,r/)H, rj  <E H, \\r)\\ = 1, for some £ 6 H. It 
followss that on TH one can introduce an inner product, turning T# into a dense 
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Hilbertt subspace of Tnk carrying a projective unitary representation of LG. Of course, 
th iss Hilbert space identifies with the original representation H. Taking the antidual 
TTHkHk;+i;+i := r^ f c + ] of the topological vector space THk + 1, one finds by Riesz' theorem a 
sequencee of dense embeddings 

i.e.,, the quantization gives a canonical rigging of the Hilbert space. One finds such a 
tr ipl ee for every Sobolev class k > 1/2. Taking the limi t as k —» oc, one finds back the 
smoothh setting. Of course, in all this the Hilbert subspace H remains fixed. 

4 .2 .. T h e modul i s p a c e of flat c o n n e c t i o n s 

4 .2 -1 .. C o n s t r u c t i o n of t h e M o d u l i s p a c e. [AB, Do]. Recall that G is as-
sumedd to be simply connected. Let X be an extended surface, i.e., a two-dimensional 
orientedd surface of genus g with nonempty parameterized boundary OX isomorphic 
too a disjoint union of n circles. We take the orientation of the boundary by this 
parameter izat ionn to be minus the orientation induced by the surface. Consider the 
triviall  principal bundle P over X with fiber equal to G. (Since G is simply connected, 
anyy principal G-bundle over X is trivial.) We denote the Sobolev space of g-valued 
z'-formss that are of class k - i + 1/2 by f) ' (X . g). where as before k > 1/2 is fixed. 
Considerr the space A(X) of connections on P of Sobolev class A' - 1/2. It is an affine 
Banachh space modeled on O 1 ^ , g). We may endow A(X) with a symplectic structure 

(4.6)) LüA(a. 0) = / (a. ft) , a. Q e TAA =*  ft1 (X . g). 
Jx Jx 

wheree {  . ) means taking the inner product over g together with the wedge product 
off  forms. Let Q{X) be the Sobolev-Lie group of gauge transformations Map(A \G) 
modeledd on Hk.+ ï/2{X.g), i.e, of maps that are of class k + 1/2. By the Sobolev 
embeddingg theorem such maps are continuous. The gauge group acts on A(X) by 

(4.7)) <p  A = Ad^{A) - dw'1. ^eg(X). AEA(X). 

Thee Lie algebra of Q{X) clearly identifies with Q°(X. g), equipped with the pointwise 
bracket.. The action of Q{X) on A(X) is then generated bv the fundamental vector 
field field 

tA(A)=-dtA(A)=-dAAS.S. e e f i ° ( X . g ). 

wheree (I\ : Ct'(X.g) —> Q1+l(X, g) is the covariant derivative 

ddAAaa = da+ [A,a], a £ iY(X.2). 

Thee action of Q(X) on A(X) is Hamiltonian, with moment map given by 

(4.8)) </;(/!).0= / (FA.$+ f (i;)XA.Z). ( G Q U S ) -
JxJx J ox 

wheree FA denotes the curvature of A and IQX  (JX <—> X is the inclusion of the 
boundary.. This inclusion induces a continuous surjection Hk.+i/2{X,g) —> H^(dX.Q) 
off  Sobolev spaces, see [BW]. Now let G(dX) = LG x . .. x LG be the gauge group 
associatedd with the boundary, and define Go{X) to be the kernel of the evident sur-
ject ionn g(X) ^G(dX). i.e..' 

11 - Go(X) -» G(X) -» Q{dX) - 1 
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iss an exact sequence of groups. The action of the subgroup QQ{X) on A(X) is, of 
course,, also Hamiltonian: I t is generated by the moment map F : A{X) —  Q2(X, g) 
thatt associates to each connection its curvature. The second term in the moment map 
(4.8)) drops out because of the boundary conditions satisfied by elements of QQ(X). 
Thee symplectic quotient by this action 

M(X):=AM(X):=AFF(X)/g(X)/gdd(X), (X), 

wheree AF{X) = ker(F) = {A e A(X), FA = 0} , is called the moduli space of fiat 
connections.. As a first result, we now have: 

T h e o r e mm 4.6 . (Donaldson [Do]) M{X) is a Hamiltonian LG-manifold, i.e., it is 
aa smooth, weakly symplectic Banach manifold with a residual Hamiltonian action of 
G(dX). G(dX). 

PROOF.. This is proved by constructing an atlas of M{X) from local slices for the 
actionn of QQ{X). This boundary value problem is much easier to solve than the corre-
spondingg problem on a closed compact manifold, since the boundary condition imply 
thatt the action of Qd(X) on A(X) is free, and delicate issues concerning reducibil-
ityy of connections do not appear. For any A E A{X), consider the Coulomb gauge 
conditionn [DK ] for any mall perturbat ion a E Q1(X,Q) around A, 

(4.9)) dA{ip~1dAip + ipaip~1)=0,ip\dX = e, 

i.e.,, for if E Qd{X). To apply the implici t function theorem, we use the exponential 
mapp on the Banach Lie group Qa{X) to view the above equation as the zero set of 
aa map F : VI1 (X, g) x £l°(X, g) —  Q°(X, g), where the second factor is just the Lie 
algebraa of QQ(X). Because of the unique solvability of the Dirichlet problem 

(4.10)) d*AdAi = p, £ | a x = 0, ^ e i l ' ^ g ) , 

thee part ial derivative of F induces a bijection. The implici t function theorem gives 
thee existence of a neighbourhood of A in which for every element B there is a gauge 
transformationn in a neighbourhood of the identity oiQd{X)1 such that B is in Coulomb 
gaugee with respect to A. We therefore have a local slice for the action of Qg(X), which 
iss given by an open neighbourhood of A in A + ker(dA). Because 

FFA+aA+a = FA + dAct + [a, a], 

thee derivative of F : A{X) -> 02 ( X , g ) at A G A(X) is given by dA : ^(X.Q) -» 
QQ22(X,g).(X,g). Since dA is surjective on X: it follows from the submersion theorem for 
Banach-manifoldss that AF{X) — ker(F) is a smooth submanifold of A with tangent 
spacee given by TAAF{X) — kevdA- This submanifold is locally diffeomorphic to its 
tangentt space and combining with the slices constructed above one finds that any 
[A][A]  E AA{X) has an open neighbourhood diffeomorphic to 

VA,*VA,* = {aE Ü1(X,Q)\ dAa = 0, dAa = 0, ||a||f c < e}. 

Thesee give M{X) its smooth structure. Its tangent space at [A]  E M(X) is given by 
{ker(dA){ker(dA) flker(c?^)}  C ^(X, g). The other assertions follow from general principles 
off  symplectic reduction. D 
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Thee use of the implicit function theorem makes clear that it is essential to work 
withh Banach manifolds and Banach Lie groups. Correspondingly, the moduli space 
dependss on the choice of a Sobolev class k > 1/2, and when this choice becomes 
essential,, we will denote the moduli space as M{X)k- Notice that, for Aq < k2, the 
embeddingg A(X)k2 Q A(X)f{1 of connections of Sobolev class k  ̂- 1/2, resp. k2 - 1/2, 
inducess a dense embedding M(X)k2 C MiX)^. The projective limit 

M(X)^M(X)  ̂ :=\miM(X)k 

iss called the smooth moduli space. Equivalently. we refer to its image in the moduli 
spacee MiX)  ̂ C M(X) as the smooth part. With the inverse limit topology, it 
becomess a smooth Fréchèt manifold and carries a Hamiltonian action of the smooth 
loopp group, by (1.2). Notice that for all choices of k. the form induced by (4.6) is 
weaklyy symplectic. In principle, it defines a strong symplectic form for k — 1/2. 
butt this is precisely the case where the construction of M{X) breaks down, mainly 
becausee by the Sobolev embedding theorem, the gauge group no longer consists of 
continuouss maps. Therefore, the moduli space of flat connections only exists as a 
weakk symplectic manifold, but in the end, when taking the (symplectic) quotient to 
thee finite dimensional moduli space (see below), the distinction between weak and 
strongg symplectic manifolds disappears and the construction is independent of the 
choicee of Sobolev class. This understood, the moduli space M(X)k carries a residual 
Hamiltoniann action of Q(dX) — LG x . .. x LG and from (4.8) we read off that this 
loopp group action is generated by the moment map 

(4.11)) ti[A])=i* axA, 

whichh is clearly afnne equivariant at level 1. This concludes the construction of the 
modulii  spaces of flat connections as Hamiltonian LG-manifolds. 

Remarkk 4.7. When X has no boundary, the same construction [AB] yields a sym-
plecticc space M{X) := AF(X)/Q(X). Using the fact that on a closed manifold a flat 
connectionn is completely determined by its holonomies, one finds 

(4.12)) M(X)^YLom(7v1(X),G)/G. 

wheree G acts by the conjugation. This clearly shows that M{X) is finite dimensional, 
butt singular. There is a natural stratification on A4(X) with respect to orbit type of 
thee G-action, which is induced from a similar stratification of A(X) under the action 
off  Q{X). There is an open dense stratum MiTT(X) of dimension (2g - 2)dim(G), 
whichh in the gauge theoretical picture corresponds to the quotient of the subspace of 
irreduciblee connections. In [Hue] it was shown that all strata joint to give M(X) the 
structuree of a stratified symplectic space. 

4.2.2.. The action of the diffeomorphism group. Following [AMM] , let 
uss describe the action of Diff +(X) . the Fréchèt Lie group of orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphismss of X, on M{X). The Lie algebra of Diff+(X ) is given by Vect(X), 
thee space of smooth vector fields on X that are tangent to the boundary. Diff +{X ) 
actss on A{X) by pull-back ƒ - A = ( / _ 1) M , ƒ e Diff +(X), and this extends the 
actionn of Q{X) to the semi-direct product Q(X) xi Diff +(X) . Only on the smooth 
partt ^4(^)^0, this defines a smooth action, and its generating vector field is given by 
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vvyy{A){A) = -LyA, Y e Vect(X). A e A{X)^. At a flat connection A € A{X)  ̂ one 
hass the identities 

vvYY{A){A) = -LYA 

== -{diyA + lydA) 

==  -(dtyA + [A, LYA}) (since FA = 0) 

== -dA{tYA), 

soo vY equals the fundamental vector field v$, £ 6 Q°{X,Q) generating the gauge 
actionn 4.7, with £ = lyA. This shows that the induced action of Diff +(X) on 
M(X)M(X)XX is Hamiltonian. and in addition factors over the identity component of 
itss subgroup Diff +(X, dX). Recall the definition of this quotient group Kx  = 
DiïïDiïï++ (X)/Diïï£(X,dX)(X)/Diïï£(X,dX) from (2.8), a covering of Diff+fS1) by the mapping class 
groupp F(X,dX) of X, c.f. the exact sequence (2.9). We therefore have: 

Propositionn 4.8. The Hamiltonian action of Diff +(X) on A{X)^, induces an ac-
tiontion of fCx on M{X)OCl. It extends the action of the smooth loop group LG to a 
HamiltonianHamiltonian action of Kx K LG, where K,x acts on LG through its quotient onto 
Ditt+iSDitt+iS11). ). 

Inn particular, by the exact sequence (2.9), one finds an action of the mapping class 
groupp T(X,dX) on M(X). On the other hand, consider the flow generated by the 
vectorr field Y = d/d6 on dX using the parameterization of the boundary. Since 
iiYYAA = *A ~ Ag, the 0-component of the restriction A\Q^, one finds that the flow is 
generatedd by the Hamiltonian 

(4.13)) EX{[A])=  <f {i^A^e0YiA). 

Onn the fundamental homogeneous space LG/G, i.e., the case X = D, this functional 
reducess to the one used in [PS]. In this case, the flow is periodic and generates 
thee T-flow by rotation. In general, the Hamiltonian (4.13) is simply the pull-back of 
thee energy functional on the Poisson manifold Lg* by the moment map, i.e., Ex = 
H*E.H*E. Since on the Poisson manifold LQ* this functional is given by the L2-norm of 
connectionss A G Lg*, one can recognize the Hamiltonian above as the squared norm 
off  the moment map, E ([A])  = \\v\\2L2([A]). In this way, one observes that the energy 
functionall  is positive on M(X), E > 0. This is a classical manifestation of the fact 
thatt in the class of representations of loop groups we are about to consider (positive 
energyy representations) the automorphic action of the rotation group T extends to 
aa representation with positive spectrum. However, notice that in general, i.e., for 
generall  surfaces X, the flow is not periodic. Summarizing, we have: 

Propositionn 4.9. The energy functional generates the Hamiltonian R-action induced 
byby the vector field d/d9 at the boundary. 

MorseMorse theory. We will make a few comments about Morse theory for the energy 
functional.. There are basically two reasons to investigate whether Ex is a Morse 
functionn in some sense for the moduli space of flat connections: 
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i)i)  The energy functional is the square norm of the moment map. Recall that 
inn the case of a Hamiltonian action of a compact group on a finite dimen-
sionall  manifold, this Morse functions gives detailed information about the 
stratif icationn of the symplectic quotient [Ki] . 

ii)ii)  In the case of the fundamental homogeneous space QG — LG/G. the energy 
functionall  is exactly the Morse function used in the original proof of Bott 
periodicityy [B l ] . 

Thee first point of view is taken up in [Wo], whereas the second was the input for 
[ B T W ] .. Since the moment map is only affine equivariant. the energy functional Ex 

iss (7-invariant. Therefore Ex wil l not be a Morse function in the usual sense since its 
crit icall  points wil l not be isolated. In fact, we can explicitly compute the subset of 
crit icall  points. Recall that we have embedded g c L g * . In [J], the definition of the 
so-calledd extended moduli spaces was given by: 

M*(X)M*(X)  := {A e AF(X), A\0x e ti/Qo(X). 

Thee following is now completely obvious: 

P r o p o s i t i o nn 4 .10 . The critical point set of the energy junctional Ex on M(X) is 
givengiven by the extended moduli space Mg(X) C A4(X). 

Noticee that the fixed points are independent of the Sobolev class, and we have 
MM99(X)(X) = / / _ 1( g ). Since IR-flow extends the Hamiltonian action of LG to the semi-
directt product, it is clear that M®{X) carries a residual G-action. Indeed one observes 
thatt G C LG is the maximal subgroup that preserves the boundary conditions on the 
connectionss above. Also observe that the fixed point set is not a submanifold of 
M(X).M(X). in fact, it is not even a smooth manifold itself. Rather is contains an open 
densee s t ra tum that has the structure of a smooth manifold [J]. 
Sincee the critical points are not isolated, the energy functional cannot be a Morse 
functionn on the classical sense. In [Ki] . a suitable version of Morse theory for the 
squaress norm of the moment map is developed, dealing with the residual G-syrnmetry. 
Forr its application to this infinit e dimensional example, see [ B T W ] , where it was 
provedd that Ex can approximated by Morse functions in this generalized sense. 

4 . 2 . 3 .. P r e q u a n t u m l ine bundle . A prequantum line bundle Lx over M(X) 
iss easy to construct, following [RSW, M W 1 ] . We start from the trivial bundle 
A{X)A{X) x C over A(X). Consider the following cocycle on Q{X): 

C{*>l,r2)C{*>l,r2)  = CXp / -717 ƒ ( ^ f V ^ i - C f ^ ^ 1 ) )  <Pl.<P2&G(X). 

Thiss cocycle defines a central extension Q{X) of Q(X), which acts on A(X) x C by 

(<p.(<p. z)  (A. w) = (v?  A e xp Li J (y-'d^. A)\ zw). 

However,, over the subgroup Qo{X) cQ(X). the extension can be trivialized by the 
mapp T : Qn{X) —̂  T. given by 

r(v?)) = e xp I — / { ^ " J # A v 3 _ 1 ^ , v 3 _ 1 # ) J , 
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wheree (p E Q{Y) denotes any extension of <p to a gauge transformation of Sobolev 
classs fc + 3/2 on Y = X x [0,1] that satisfies (p = <p on X x {0}  and <p = e on 
XX x {1}  U dX x [0,1]. The map is independent of the chosen extension and satisfies 
thee coboundary condition T(^ i^ 2) = r(</?i)r(<£2)c(<£>i, ^2)- This defines a lif t of the 
actionn of QQ{X) to the line bundle A(X) x C, and the line bundle Lx over M{X) is 
definedd by 

LLxx:=(A:=(A FF(X)xC)/g(X)xC)/gdd(X). (X). 
Thee line bundle comes equipped with a hermitian metric and a connection whose 
curvaturee equals the symplectic form (4.6) on M{X). It carries an action of the basic 
centrall  extension of LG. 

4.2.4.. Kahler structure. These moduli spaces can be equipped with the struc-
turee of a Kahler manifold by giving X a complex structure. The resulting Riemann 
surfacee is denoted by £. Let Gc be the complexification of G, and complexify P 
too a principal Gc-bundle, denoted Pc. The complex structure induces a splitting 
QQ11^,^, fl) ®C ^ fi^E, 9c) e f i ( 1 '0 )(S, gc), and we can identify A{Z) with ^ « ^ ( E ), 
thee affine space of connections on Pc of type (0,1). Since in complex dimension one 
thee (0, 2)-part of the curvature of any connection vanishes, any element of ^4^0,1^ gives 
PPcc a holomorphic structure, with Cauchy-Riemann operator &A, A E A^0  ̂ on an 
associatedd vector bundle. The complexification £C(E) := Map(E,Gc) of the gauge 
groupp <?(E), acts on these operators by 

(4.14)) dA i-> tpdA<p~l = dA ~ (BAV)^1-

Twoo holomorphic bundles are isomorphic iff they can be related by an element of 
<?C(E).. As in the real case, we consider gauge transformations that are trivial at 
thee boundary, i.e. £§(£) C £C(E). Thus the quotient A^^/Q^T) represents 
thee moduli space of holomorphic bundles with a fixed trivialization at the bound-
ary.. Again, the boundary conditions placed upon ^ { S ) ensure a smooth (infinite 
dimensional)) quotient, and we now have 
Theoremm 4.11 (Donaldson [Do]). The identification A = .40'1 descends to a diffeo-
morphismmorphism between the complex and symplectic quotients: A4(E) = ,4(E)/<?g(£). 
Onee can view this as an infinite dimensional example of the well known finite di-
mensionall  isomorphism between the symplectic quotient of a Hamiltonian action of a 
compactt group G on a Kahler manifold X and the the complex (GIT) quotient of X 
byy Gc-, the complexification of G [MFK]. In particular, this isomorphism between 
thee moduli space of holomorphic bundles and the moduli space of flat connections 
iss an infinite-dimensional extension of a similar result of Narasimhan and Seshadri 
[NS]]  dealing with surfaces without boundary. From our point of view, the diffeomor-
phismm above gives the moduli space M(X) a complex structure which together with 
thee symplectic form (4.6) combines into a Kahler structure. Explicitly, the complex 
structuree on A is given by the Hodge ^-operation on ^ ( £ , 0 ), since *2 = - 1 . Then 
thee Kahler metric on A(L) reads 

5(a , /? )== ƒ <a,*/?}  a^eü'i^Q). 

Off  course, the notion of a Kahler manifold is only meant in the weak sense here: 
Bothh the symplectic form and the Riemannian metric are weak. In particular, the 
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tangentt space, as a Banach space, is not complete with respect to metric above. Next, 
since,, by a Theorem of Grauert [G], any holomorphic bundle on the interior of E is 
necessarilyy holomorphically trivial , we obtain an isomorphism 

(4-15)) M(X) = Qc{dT)/Gl. 

wheree Gg denotes the subgroup of those elements of Qc{dH) that have a holomorphic 
extensionn to E. An alternative description of the complex structure of A4(E) is given 
byy the fact that M{TJ) is a fine moduli space in the category of (infinit e dimensional) 
manifolds: : 

P r o p o s i t i o nn 4 .12 . For any complex manifold M, there is a bijective correspondence 
betweenbetween holomorphic maps f : M -> „MfE) ^ and isomorphism classes of smooth 
holomorphicholomorphic principal Gc-bundles over M x E with a smooth framing over M x <9E. 

P R O O F.. Let Pc be a framed holomorphic Gc-bundle over M x E. By restriction, 
-P|{rn}x£-- m € A/, gives a framed holomorphic bundle over E, and this defines a 
holomorphicc map M —» M(E). Conversely, to associate a holomorphic bundle to a 
holomorphicc map, we work in the universal situation, and construct a holomorphic 
bundlee over A4(E) x E. The holomorphic bundle over M x E is then simply given 
byy the pull-back. The universal family of connections *4(E) x E carries a principal 
GGcc bundle P determined by P = TT*P, A e .4(E), where TT : .4(E) x E -» E is the 
projectionn on the second factor. There is a universal connection A on P_ defined by 
4|{>i}x ££ = 7T*A. The (0, l ) -part of this connection defines a holomorphic structure 
onn P_. Since the bundle and the connection are C]c(E)-equivariant. this descends to a 
holomorphicc bundle over M ( S) x E. Q 

TheThe Picard group. As for any complex manifold, we denote by Pic(A4(AT)) the 
abel iann group generated by isomorphism classes of holomorphic line bundles under the 
tensorr product, called the Picard group. This group turns out to be purely topological 
andd is given by: 

L e m m aa 4 . 1 3 . Pic{M{X)) ^ #2 ( M ( S ) , Z) ^ Z 

P R O O F.. (Compare with [ K N R , LS, Te2].) Topological ,̂ as remarked in [ M W l ] , 
linee bundles over M{X) are classified by by the level of the central extension of 
LGLG they define. To construct a holomorphic bundle for every level, one may take 
tensorr powers of the prequantum line bundle of section 4.2.3 or apply the following 
construct ion:: For every level I, the central extension of LG determined by I t imes the 
Li ee algebra cocycle (1.5), extends to LGc and is determined by the complexification 
off  this cocycle on LgC- Let gfê C LQC be the Lie algebra of the subgroup G^, the 
spacee of boundary values of holomorphic maps from E to 0c- By Stokes' theorem, 
thee cocycle (1.5) vanishes over g^ and we can trivialize the central extension of LGc 
overr i ts subgroup 67 .̂ Therefore wc obtain a holomorphic line bundle over A4(E) by 
takingg the associated line bundle to the C*-bundle 

(4.16)) LGc/G  ̂ -» L G c / G f, 

andd using the isomorphism (4.15). Again by Stokes, theorem one finds that the 
symplecticc form UJ on M(L) coincides with the left translation of the Lie algebra 
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cocyclee of L g c over the quotient J M ( E) ~ LGc/G^. and therefore the first Chern 
classs of the line bundle is given by (.[u]  € H2{M{^). Z). 
Conversely,, let L be a holomorphic line bundle over .M(E) with first Chern class 
£[UJ].£[UJ].  When we equip L with a compatible connection V such that its curvature is 
preciselyy £u (which is possible), it defines a central extension of LGc by pulling back 
thee canonical central extension of the group of symplectomorphisms associated to 
(L ,, V ) under the action of LGC on M{T,). Of course this central extension has level 
HH and is therefore isomorphic to the one used above. The transit ive action of LGc 
thereforee defines an isomorphism of holomorphic bundles between L and the bundle 
associatedd to (4.16). D 

Fromm the proof we see that holomorphic bundles are classified by the level of the 
associatedd central extension. In other words, the Picard group is freely generated by 
thee prequanturn line bundle L. When G is not simply connected, the Picard group is 
moree complicated and contains a torsion part. 

R e m a r kk 4 .14 . Put t ing together the construction of the moduli space, the prequan-
tumm line bundle and the Kahler polarization, we can define the vector space 

wheree L^(' denotes the £-fold tensor product of the dual bundle L£ of L^.. It carries 
ann action of the level ( central extension of LG. In section 5.3 we wil l prove, 

T h e o r e mm 4.15 . There exists a dense LG-stable Hilbert subspace Hy. C T^ that 
carriescarries a positive energy representation at level £. 

Thiss statement may seem rather surprising, since in general there is no geometrical 
actionn of RotfS'1) on A4(£), see Proposit ion 4.9. There is such an action only when 
EE is the unit disk D in the complex plane, which therefore obviously acts on Te

D since 
itt is also Kahler. The Rot(51) -act ion is generated by the energy functional, which in 
generall  only generates an non-Kahler M-action. To find a geometrical interpretation 
off  such an action on the Hilbert space, one has to consider the whole bundle of Hilbert 
spacess for varying Kahler polarizations, as in section 5.3.7. 

4 .2 .5 .. M o d u l i of parabol ic b u n d l e s . Combining the two main examples of 
Hamiltoniann LG-spaces, coadjoint orbits and moduli spaces of flat connections, leads 
too the moduli space of parabolic bundles. In special cases this moduli space reduces 
too the previous examples, and to give a uniform approach to quantization, they need 
too be included. Let X be an extended surface with n boundaries and let (£i £*.) G 
211 x . . . x2l with k < n. and use these elements to label k of the n boundary components. 
Wee call the remaining n - k boundary components free. <9Xfr(.,.. Recall from (1.12) 
thatt £,; £ 21, i = 1 , . . ., k labels a conjugacy class Q , in G. Therefore, let 

A(X,Zu..A(X,Zu.... .&) = {A e A(X). RoU(A) e Q,} 

bee the space of connections whose holonomy around the ?"th boundary, denoted by 
Hoi,,, / = 1 m. lies in the conjugacy class labeled by £, G 21. The embedding 
A(X,t;i,.A(X,t;i,...,.., &.) Q <A(X) induces a symplectic form, and this subspace of A{X) is 
preservedd by the action of the gauge group Q(X). Let Q'd{X) be the kernel of the 
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restrictionn map Q(X) —> Q(dXfree), and define 

M(X,Su..M(X,Su.... ,fc) := AF(X,h,.. .^k)/Qo(X), 

wheree AF(X,£I £k) = AF(X) n A{X.£i £k). As a symplectic quotient, this 
spacee carries a symplectic form and is acted upon by n — k copies of the loop group. 
Inn fact, it is a Hamiltonian LG manifold that is prequantizable at level £ iff each 
£i£i e 21 n h.\. Given a complex structure on X, M(X,£i , £fc) is diffeomorphic to 
thee moduli space of parabolic bundles [MeSe] with a smooth trivialization at the free 
boundaries. . 

4.3.. Symplectic reduction 

Associatedd to Hamiltonian group actions there is the notion of symplectic reduc-
tion.. For Hamiltonian £G-manifolds this was defined and studied in [MWl] . Let 
(Mi(Mi ,, u/'i. /i,]) and (A/2, UJ2. (J2) be two Hamiltonian loop group manifolds. The diagonal 
LG-actionn on M\ x I(M2) is generated by the moment map fj, = \i\ — I*  \i2 at level 0. 
Onee then defines the symplectic quotient 

(Mii  xM2)//LG:^^1(0)/LG. 

Whenn 0 is a regular value of fi. so that /i_1(0) C Mi x M2 is a smooth submanifold, 
andd the LC-action on f.i~l(0) is free and proper, the reduced space is a smooth Banach 
manifold.. These assumptions are satisfied in all cases considered here. Suppose that 
MiMi  and M2 have prequantum line bundles Lx and L2. Since the pull-back of the 
centrall  extension along the diagonal inclusion LG -̂+ LG x I*LG is trivial, one obtains 
aa lif t of the action of LG to the restriction of Lx x L2 to / i - 1(0). Therefore. 

(Li(Li  x L2)//LG : = (Li x L2)\ {̂{)) /LG 

iss well defined and gives a prequantum line bundle over (Mi x M2)f / LG. 

4.3.1.. Gluing equals reduction. The use of extended surfaces is designed to 
incorporatee cutting and pasting in the two dimensional cobordism category. Suppose 
thatt X — Xi U51 X2 is obtained by gluing two extended surfaces Xx and X2 along a 
commonn parameterized boundary ih2 : S] "-^ Ai, 2, as explained in section 2.2.1. 

Theoremm 4.16. (Gluing equals reduction [MWl]. ) The moduli space M(X) is 
obtainedobtained from /A(X\) and M.(X2) by symplectic reduction: 

M(X)M(X) *Ê (M(Xi) x M(X2))I/LG. Lx *Ê (LXl x LX.2)//LG. 

P R O O F.. We follow [MWl ] . For notational simplicity, put X := Xx II X2. The 
manifoldd structure on X is such that the canonical projection n : X —  X is smooth 
andd induces a pull-back x* : A(X) —  A(X). The moment map for the diagonal 
actionn of LG on M{X\) x M(X2) is then given by [A]  *->  i\A - i*,A. In other words, 
elementss of//_1(0) C M(Xi)xM(X2) are given by equivalence classes of connections 
{[Ai],{[Ai],  [A2])  that satisfy 

-4ik\"ii  = A2\QX2-

i.e.,, by connections that match at the boundary. Therefore, it is obvious that IT* : 
A(X)A(X) —> M(Xi) x M(X2) maps into the zero locus of the moment map, which 
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factorss over the action of Q{X) when composed with the quotient map to {M{X\) x 
M.{X2))/'I'M.{X2))/'I' LG. Hence -K induces a map 

[TT*]]  : M(X) -+ [MiXx) x M{X2))//LG. 

AA set-theoretical inverse is easily constructed: Choose representatives Ax 6 AF(XI), 
AA22 6 AF{X2) of a class in (M{Xi) x M{X2))//LG. By the moment map condition, 
thesee define a flat connection in AF{X), and one checks that this defines an inverse 
fromm (M{Xi) x M(X2))//LG to M{X). 
Itt remains to prove that this map is smooth. To do so, it is more convenient to regard 
[TT*]]  as an LG-equivariant bijective map 

ip:M{X)ip:M{X)  xLG^n~\0), 4i[A\^) = <p  [u*A]. 

Forr [A]  £ M{X), one has ip([A],e) = [TTM] , and in the local charts VA<e this map is 
givenn by ip(a, tp) = <p  n*a, a £ VAtt, where (p E Q{X\) x Q(X2) is an extension of <p 
overr Xi x X2 that maps 7T*a into Vn*A,f- Therefore the tangent at (0,e) is given by 

wheree £ 6 Q(X,g) is the unique solution of the Dirichlet problem 

d*n*Ad**A£d*n*Ad**A£  = 0,  = £, £\(i)x\K-i{s1)) — °-

Noww suppose that (a,£) e ker X^e)^- By elliptic regularity, £ is continuous and 
satisfiess £ = i2l- i.e., the pull-back of a continuous £ G f£°(X, g) that satisfies 
ddAAii  = a. This implies dAdAt, = 0, £|0£ = 0, so £ = 0 together with a = 0. The 
imagee is closed by ellipticity of d^^. Therefore ip is an immersion, but since we 
alreadyy know that it is a bijection, it must be a diffeomorphism. D 

Remarkk 4.17. The gluing equals reduction theorem of [MWl ] also holds when X 
iss a closed manifold. The action of LG on the zero locus of the moment map £i_I(0) 
iss no longer free and the Theorem gives an isomorphism between stratified symplectic 
spaces.. In the holomorphic category, combining with the diffeomorphism (4.15), one 
findsfinds A. Weil's description of the moduli space of holomorphic bundles as the double 
cosett space 

GGcc
ll\LGc/G\LGc/Gcc

22. . 

Ass we have observed, the restriction of any holomorphic bundle to the interior of Ei 
andd E2 is trivial, so any holomorphic bundle is obtained by ''clutching" two trivial 
bundlee over the circle 5"1 which cuts E into Ei U51 E2. From this point of view, 
thee complex loop group LGc in the coset represents the transition functions of the 
holomorphicc bundle. For E = P1, the isomorphism above, together with Birkhoff 
factorizationn for loop groups imply Grothendieck's classification of holomorphic Gc~ 
bundless over P1, that any bundle admits a reduction to the maximal torus, see [PS]. 
Thiss "gluing equals reduction" principle is the main feature of the moduli space 
off  flat connections that we will study. As expected, it also holds for the moduli 
spacess of parabolic bundles. Furthermore, it gives a very useful method to implement 
geometricc symplectomorphisms: Let X be an extended surface and let 7 : 51 —> X 
bee a smooth loop dividing X in two pieces X+ and X . Then we can use one of the 
manyy automorphisms of Hamiltonian loop group manifolds M(X + ) and M(X~) and 
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gluee X+ and X back. For example, consider the family of symplectomorphism of 
M{XM{X++ )) given by the flow of the energy functional t i-> <pt, and let 

TT11:M{X)^M{X) :M{X)^M{X) 

bee the symplectomorphism given by ip2n on M(X+) and subsequently using the 
isomorphismm of Theorem 4.16. This gives the following: 

Propositionn 4.18. T7 implements the Dehn twist along  ̂ in X in the action of the 
mappingmapping class group T(X, dX) on M(X) of Proposition 4.8. 

Remarkk 4.19. When X is closed, this Proposition defines a symplectic action of the 
mappingg class group T(X) on M(X), and this action was studied in [Go]. Alterna-
tively,, this action is given by the fact that T(X) ^ Out(7Ti(X)), and the presentation 
(4.12)) of the moduli space M{X). 

4.3.2.. TQFT interpretation. We now aim for a reintcrpretation of Theorem 
4.166 in the light of topological quantum field theory. We have briefly mentioned the 
notionn of a dual pair in the introduction: Given two Poisson manifolds Px and P2<  a 
duall  pair is a triple (M, Ju J2) where M is a symplectic manifold with maps 

PPll^J-M^^J-M  ̂ P2, 

wheree Jx is an anti- Poisson map and J2 is Poisson such that the fibers of J2 and J2 are 
symplecticallyy orthogonal. Composition was given by a generalization of symplectic 
reduction.. In [La2], regular dual pairs were viewed as morphisms in a certain category 
off  Poisson spaces. In principle, we would like to interpret the moduli space of flat 
connectionss as a dual pair, but this notion (or rather their composition) is not well 
definedd in infinite dimensions. 
Therefore,, we wil l introduce the following category C,x (cl stands for "classical"). 
Itss objects are given by cartesian products of the Poisson manifold Lg*, written as 
LLQnQn = (LQ*)n' w i th its product Poisson structure. A morphism from L%*m to L$*n is 
ann isomorphism class [M]  of Hamiltonian LGm+n-spaces M that are at level - l ' fo r 
thee LGm-action and at level 1 for the action of LGn. This means that the action of 
LG"'LG"'+n+n on M is generated by moment maps 

wheree /^ is an anti-Poisson map with respect to the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on 
Lg* ,, whereas \i2 is a Poisson map, see Lemma 4.5. That this indeed gives a "classical 
bimodule''' is given by the following: 

Propositionn 4.20. For f,ge CX(LQ*) admissible, one has 

(Mii  ƒ, I49}M = 0, 

whereverwherever the Poisson bracket is defined. 

P R O O F.. First notice that since both LG actions on M commute, one has UU{^M, r] 2
M) -

0,, V£, T] e LQ, where the superscript denotes the left or right action, resp. at level 1 or 
- 1 .. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.5 that, when the Hamiltonian vector field 
off  a function on Lg*  exists, it lies in the subspace generated by the fundamental vector 
fieldss of the action of LG. But we have just seen that on M the subspaces generated 
byy both actions of LG are orthogonal with respect to the symplectic form. D 
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Twoo Hamiltonian LG-spaces are considered to be isomorphic if there is an LG-
equivariantt symplectomorphism between them. Composition of morphisms is induced 
byy symplectic reduction, and this is associative up to symplectomorphism. One then 
hass the following reformulation of Theorem 4.16: 
Propositionn 4.21. The moduli space of flat connections defines a functor 

M:Cob^M:Cob  ̂ Ccl 

byby the assignments Cn H-  LQ*{ and X  [A4(X)]. 

PROOF.. First notice that a diffeoniorphism ƒ : Xx —> X2 induces a symplectomor-
phismm ƒ*  : A(X2) —  A(Xi) by pull-back of connections, which in turn induces an 
LG-equivariantt symplectomorphism M(X2) -  M{X{). The gluing equals reduction 
Theoremm 4.16 now implies functoriality of M.

Remarkk 4.22. Instead of taking isomorphism classes in the definition of both cate-
gories,, one could consider cobordisms and Hamiltonian LG-manifoIds as morphisms. 
Sincee composition of morphisms is no longer associative, one does not obtain a cate-
gory,, but, adding both diffeomorphisms and symplectomorphisms as 2-cells, one has a 
bicategory.. In that case, the moduli space of flat connections becomes a functor of bi-
categories.. In [KeLu], this two-dimensional cobordism bicategory is further extended 
too a double category, by extending the class of 2-cells to include cobordisms between 
2-manifolds.. This introduces manifolds with corners. A three manifold defines a La-
grangiann submanifold of the moduli space of flat connections over its boundary, see 
e.g.. [JW], It would be interesting to investigate whether the moduli space, viewed 
ass above, can be extended to a double functor to some double category of Poisson 
manifolds,, dual pairs and Lagrangian submanifolds. 

Thee important fact for us is the point of view offered in [La2] that symplectic re-
ductionn should be viewed as the composition of morphisms in a suitable category. 
Inn fact, it was argued in [La2] that the morphisms [M]  in Cc\ should be considered 
too be classical analogues of (isomorphism classes of) bimodules over algebras, and 
thatt composition, i.e., symplectic reduction, corresponds to taking the bimodule ten-
sorr product over an algebra. A functor implementing this correspondence is called a 
"functoriall  quantization". By composition with the classical functor of Proposition 
4.21,, one would then obtain a functor from the cobordism category to the category 
off  algebras and bimodules. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
Fromm a slightly different point of view, let C" be the category of Hamiltonian {LG)n-
spaces,, with morphisms given by LG-equivariant symplectomorphisms. 
Propositionn 4.23. Any cobordism X : C,„  —» Cn (jives rise to a functor 

UUXX:CZ^C:\, :CZ^C:\, 

satisfyingsatisfying the following properties: 

i)i)  There is a natural transformation Ux — Ux2 ° ^ x , , when X — X\ \Jc\. X2. 
ii)ii)  Uc — Idc1  for a cobordism of genus zero from Sl to S{. 

Hi)Hi)  An orientation preserving diffeomorphism ƒ : X\ —> X2 induces a natural 
isomorphismisomorphism Tf : Ux2 —* ^Xi  depending only on the isotopy class of f. 

ir)ir)  The mapping class group T(X,dX) acts on Ux by natural transformations. 
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PROOF.. The functor U\ is obviously defined by 

UUXX(M)(M) = (M x M{X))//LGm, 

wheree M is a Hamiltonian LGm-space. Notice that, when n > 1. the action of LGm C 
LGLGm+nm+n is free and the moment map /xi : M(X) —> Lg*7 is a smooth submersion, 
soo that Ux{M) as defined above, is again a smooth Hamiltonian LG"-space. The 
naturall  transformation of i) is given by Theorem 4.16, and ii)  is proved below, c.f. 
(4.17).. Notice that a diffeomorphism ƒ : X  ̂ —> X2 induces a symplectomorphism 
ƒ**  : M{X2) —  J W ( A I ) by pull-back of connections. This induces the desired natural 
transformationn of Hi). Finally, iv) follows from Proposit ion 4.8.

Viewingg Hamiltonian group actions as the classical version of uni tary representations, 
thiss proposition consti tutes a "classical modular functor", c.f. Definition 2.13. We 
wil ll  now consider two special examples of the functors defined above. 

TheThe symplectic groupoid. Consider a surface C with the topology of an annulus. 
havingg one incoming and one outgoing boundary. By Theorem 4.16 above, one ob-
servess that (M(X) x M(C))//LG  ̂ M(X)  ̂ \M{C) X M(X))//LG holds for all 
surfacess X. In fact, one has M{C) = T*(LG) = LG x Lg*  with the usual left and 
rightt action of LG, 

(^'i ,, V'2)  (<f,A) = (0iy>r^Vv'J2-j4), U'1,^2) e LG x LG, (ip.A) e LG x Lg*. 

Thiss space is equipped with the symplectic structure of a cotangent bundle, twisted 
byy the cocycle (1.5) as in [Lai ] chapter 3. The moment maps for the two LG-actions 
aree given by 

Hi{<p,A)Hi{<p,A)  =<p- A, ti2{ip,A) = -A, {<p,A) e LG x LQ*. 

Wit hh this description at hand, it is easy to prove that the property 

(4.17)) {Al x M(C))//LG =*  M ^ (M(C) x M)//LG. 

iss t rue in general, for any Hamiltonian LG-manifold M. A symplectic manifold with 
thesee properties, acting as a left and right unit for symplectic reduction, is called a 
symplecticsymplectic groupoid. Its quantization should have the same property with respect to 
thee quantized reduction procedure, and in fact plays an important role in its definition 
[La2].. This wil l be explained in section 5.4. For the moment, it enables us to prove the 
followingg classical version of the Segal- Sugawara construction: For any Hamiltonian 
LG-manifoldd M. define its smooth part M-  ̂ to be 

Noticee that this definition is consistent with the notion of the smooth part of the 
modulii  space. In general, one does not know whether AI  ̂ carries a finer Fréchèt 
manifoldd structure, i.e., is a manifold domain, but at least it carries an action of the 
smoothh loop group. This action is Hamiltonian when M-  ̂ is a manifold domain. 

T h e o r emm 4 .24. On any Hamiltonian loop group manifold AI, the LG-action extends 
onon the smooth part AI  ̂ to an action of Kx LG, where K is the universal covering of 
Di f f + (51) .. This action is Hamiltonian when AI  ̂ is a manifold domain of AI. 
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PROOF.. AS seen above, for any LG-manifold A/, there is a canonical LG-equivariant 
isomorphismm (M x M(C))//LG = M, where the loop group action of the left hand 
sidee is induced by the action of LG on AA{C) at the "incoming boundary". This 
diffeomorphismm restricts to the bijection (M ^ x AA(C)00)//LG = MQC, where now 
LGLG denotes the smooth loop group. By Proposition 4.8, the LG action on M.^)^ 
extendss to a Hamiltonian action of LG x K. It is easy to check that this action 
preservess the zero moment map condition, so that it descends to the symplectic quo-
tient.. By the isomorphism (4.17), it induces the desired action on M^. When M^ 
iss a manifold domain, the isomorphism above is a diffeomorphism and the induced 
actionn is Hamiltonian. D 

Remarkk 4.25. By definition, K, fits into the exact sequence, 

(4.18)) l ^ Z ^ / C ^ D i f f + f S ' 1 ) ->1 

andd K, acts on LG through the quotient map in this sequence. The universal cover 
K,K, can be described explicitly as the group of diffeomorphisms (ft of IR, such that 
4>(x4>(x + 2n) = 4>{x) + 2n. Indeed, this group carries an action of its normal subgroup Z 
consistingg of translations over 2irk, k G Z, and one recovers Diff +(51) = /C/Z. The 
groupp K contains M as the universal cover of R o t ^1 ) C Diff^S 1), and its action on a 
Hamiltoniann LG-manifold given by the Proposition above is generated by the square 
||ju|||,, of the moment map fi on M. 

TheThe classical fusion product. In [MW2], Theorem 4.16 was used to define the 
fusionn product of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds: Fix a surface P diffeomorphic to a 
spheree with three holes removed. Then, for two Hamiltonian LG-manifolds M\ and 
M.2M.2 one defines their fusion product by 

MM11®M®M22 := Up(MllM2) = (A^ x M2 x M{P))//{LG x LG). 

Onee can think of this fusion product as a monoidal structure on the category of 
Hamiltoniann LG-spaces, C Â. Notice that the Cartesian product M\ x M2 cannot be 
usedd for this purpose, since it only admits the moment map \i\ + fi2, and therefore 
thee Hamiltonian LG-action is at level 2. Associativity of the fusion product 

(A/i©A/ 2)©Af 33 3Ë Mi®(M2®M3), 

follows,, as in the proof of Proposition 2.15, from the natural transformation of Propo-
sitionn 4.23 induced by a diffeomorphism on a sphere with four holes removed that 
exchangess the two ways in which such a surface can be cut into two three holed 
spheres.. In the same manner, commutativity, or existence of a braiding isomorphism 
j3j3 : M\®M2 —  M2®M\, follows from a diffeomorphism on P that exchanges two 
boundaries.. Notice that P2 y  ̂1, i.e. the category is not symmetric. 




